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Let L be a Moufang loop of odd order paq a1 ??? q an where p and q are primes1 n i
with 3 F p - q - ??? - q and a F 2. In this paper, we prove that L is a group1 n i
 .  .if p and q are primes with 3 F p - q - ??? - q : i a F 3, or ii a F 4, p G 5.i 1 n
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I. INTRODUCTION
 :A Moufang loop L, ? is a loop which satisfies the identity xy ? zx s
 .  :x ? yz x. L, ? need not be associative, i.e., it may not satisfy the identity
xy ? z s x ? yz. In fact, there exists a smallest nonassociative Moufang loop
w xof order 12 3 . However, by fixing the order of a Moufang loop, we may be
able to force it to be associative. This leads us to study the problem:
Given a positive integer m, are all Moufang loops of order m groups?
w xChein 3 has discussed the problem very thoroughly for m F 3. We
investigate the problem for odd values of m. Since m is an odd integer, we
can write m s paq a1 ??? q an for distinct primes p and q with 3 F p - q1 n i 1
4 w x- ??? - q . There exist nonassociative Moufang loops of order 3 1 andn
5 w xp for each prime p G 5 10 . So we need to consider the problem for
a F 4, a F 3 if p s 3 and a F 4 if p G 5.i
All Moufang loops of order m have been shown to be groups for the
following cases:
 . w xi a F 3, a F 1 9 ;i
 . w xii a F 2, a F 2 7 ;i
 . w xiii p G 5, a F 4, a F 1 8 .i
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In this paper, we extend the above results to:
 .i a F 3, a F 2;i
 .ii p G 5, a F 4, a F 2.i
Open Question
a a1 an Are all Moufang loops of order 3 p ??? p where p are primes with1 n i
.3 - p - ??? - p also associative if a F 3 and a F 4? Of course, the1 n i
first step towards answering this question would be to answer the following
question: Are all Moufang loops of odd order pq3 associative for primes p
and q with p - q?
II. DEFINITIONS
 :1. A binary system L, ? in which specification of any two of the
elements x, y, z in the equation x ? y s z uniquely determines the third
element, is called a quasigroup. If it further contains an identity element,
then it is called a loop.
 :  .2. A loop L, ? is a Moufang loop if xy ? zx s x ? yz x for all
x, y, z g L. From now on, L is defined as a finite Moufang loop.
3. Define
y1zR x , y s zx ? y xy , .  .  .
y1zL x , y s yx y ? xz , .  .  .
zT x s xy1 ? zx. .
 .   .  .  . < :I L s R x, y , L x, y , T x x, y g L is called the inner mapping
group of L.
4. L , the associator subloop of L, is the subloop generated by alla
 .  .  .y1 .the associators x, y, z in L where x, y, z s x ? yz xy ? z . We shall
 .  . < :also denote L s L, L, L s l , l , l l g L . Clearly L is a groupa 1 2 3 i
 4if and only if L s 1 .a
5. L , the commutator subloop of L, is the subloop generated byc
w x w x  .y1 .all the commutators x, y in L where x, y s yx xy .
 .6. N s N L , the nucleus of L is the subloop generated by all n in
 .  .  .L such that n, x, y s x, n, y s x, y, n s 1 for all x, y in L.
 .7. m, n is defined as the greatest common divisor of the integers
m and n.
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8. Let K be a subloop of L and p a set of primes.
 .  .i K is a normal subloop of L K e L if Ku s K for all
 .u g I L .
 .ii K is a p-loop if the order of every element of K is a
p-number. A positive integer n is a p-number if every
.prime divisor of n lies in p .
 . < <iii K is a Hall p-subloop of L if K is the largest p-number
< <that divides L .
 .iv K is a Sylow p-subloop of L if K is a Hall p-subloop of L
 4and p s p .
 .  <9. Let H be a subloop of L. Then C H s g g g L and gh s hgL
4for all h g H .
10. Suppose K is a normal subloop of L. Then LrK is a proper
 4quotient loop of L if K / 1 .
w x w x11. Other definitions follow those in 2 and 4 .
III. KNOWN RESULTS WITH MOUFANG LOOPS
Let L be a finite Moufang loop.
 :R L is diassociative, that is, x, y is a group for any x, y in L.1
 .  :Moreover, if x, y, z s 1 for some x, y, z in L, then x, y, z is a group
w x2, Moufang's theorem, p. 117 .
 .  n.  .nR If x g L and u g I L , then x u s xu for any integer n2
w  . x2, Lemma 3.2, p. 117; 4.1 , p. 120 .
R L satisfies the following identities:3
 .  .  .y1a xL z, y s x x, y, z ;
 .  .  .b x, y, z s x, y, zy
w  .  . x2, Lemma 5.4, 5.16 , 5.17 , p. 124 .
< < < <  xR x divides L for every x g L 2, Theorem 1.2, p. 92 .4
 .  .  .R Suppose x, y, u, ¨ g L. Then xy L u, ¨ ? c s xL u, ¨ ?5
  . . w y1 y1 x w  .yL u, ¨ ? c where c s u , ¨ 2, Lemma 2.1, 2.7 , p. 112, Lemma
x2.2, p. 113 .
w xR N e L 2, Theorem 2.1, p. 114 .6
< <R Suppose L is odd and K is a subloop of L.7
 . < < < < w xa K divides L 4, Theorem 2, p. 395 .
 .b If K is a minimal normal subloop of L, then it is an
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 .  4 w xelementary abelian group and K, K, L s 1 4, Theorem 7, p. 402 .
 . w xc L contains a Hall p-subloop 4, Theorem 12, p. 409 .
 . w xd L is solvable 4, Theorem 16, p. 413 .
Clearly, there exist a minimal normal subloop and a maximal normal
.subloop in L.
w xR L e L 5, Corollary, p. 33 .8 a
R Suppose H e L and H ; N. Then there exists a homomorphism9
 .  .  .from L to Aut H with C H as the kernel. Thus C H e L andL L
<  . < <  . < w  . xLrC H divides Aut H 5, Theorem 3 a , p. 33 .L
 . w xR L ; C N 5, Corollary, p. 34 .10 a L
< <R Suppose L is odd and every proper subloop of L is a group.11
If there exists a minimal normal Sylow subloop in L, then L is a group,
w x6, Lemma 2, p. 268 .
R Suppose M e L. If H is a Hall subloop of M such that H e M,12
w xthen H e L 7, Lemma 1, p. 879 .
R Suppose L is of odd order pa1 pa2 ??? pan where 1 F a F 2 and13 1 2 n i
each p is prime such that p - p - ??? - p . Then:i 1 2 n
 . w xa L is a group 7, Theorem, p. 882 ;
 . an wb there exists a subgroup of order p normal in L 7,n
xLemma 2, p. 879 .
< < a1 a2 anR Let L s p p ??? p where 1 F a F 2 and each p is an14 1 2 n n i
odd prime such that p - p - ??? - p . Suppose:1 2 n
 .i every proper subloop of L is a group;
 .ii there exists a Sylow p -subloop normal in L.n
w xThen L is a group 7, Lemma 3, p. 879 .
R Suppose K e L. Then:15
 .a LrK is a group « L ; K ;a
 .b LrK is a commutative loop « L ; Kc
w x8, Lemma 1, p. 563 .
< <R Suppose L is odd and every proper subloop of L is a group.16
If there exists H a Hall subloop of L such that H ; N, then L is a group
w x8, Lemma 2, p. 564 .
< <R Let L be odd and every proper subloop of L be a group.17
Suppose K is a minimal normal subloop of L such that L ; K, and Q isa
 < < < <.a Hall subloop of L such that K , Q s 1 and Qe KQ. Then L is a
w xgroup 8, Lemma 3, p. 564 .
< <R Let L be odd. Suppose K is a minimal normal subloop of L,18
and M is a subloop of L such that L ; K ; M, L ; M, and M is aa c
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group. Then the following identities hold for all k g K, w g M, and
l g L:
 .  .  y1 .y1a k, w, l s l , k, w ;
 .  .w x .b k, w, l k, w , w, l s 1
w x8, Lemma 6, p. 565 .
< < aR Suppose L s p q ??? q where a F 4 and p, q , . . . , q are19 1 n 1 n
w xdistinct primes with 3 - p - q . Then L is a group 8, Theorem, p. 567 .i
< < aR Suppose L s p q ??? q where a F 3 and p, q , . . . , q are20 1 n 1 n
wdistinct primes with p - q . Then L is a group 9, Lemmas 1 and 2, p. 349;i
xTheorem, p. 350 .
IV. MAIN RESULTS
LEMMA 1. Let L be a nonassociati¨ e Moufang loop of odd order such that
all proper quotient loops of L are groups. Then:
 .a L is a minimal normal subloop of L;a
 .b L and L lie in e¨ery maximal normal subloop M of L. Moreo¨er,a c
 :L s M x for any x g L y M.
 .Proof. By R d , L is solvable. So there exists a minimal normal7
subloop K in L. Now, the quotient loop LrK is a group. So L ; K bya
 .  4R a . Since L is not a group, L / 1 . By R , L e L. So L s K. This15 a 8 a a
 .proves a .
Let M be any maximal normal subloop of L. Now LrM must be a
cyclic group of prime order. Otherwise M would not be maximal normal in
L by solvability of L. So L and L lie in M by R . Take x g L y M. Bya c 15
 . <  : < < < < < < < <  : < < <R a , M x divides L . Since L r M is a prime and M x ) M ,7
<  : < < <  :M x s L . Hence L s M x . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
LEMMA 2. Let L be a nonassociati¨ e Moufang loop of odd order such that
all proper subloops and quotient loops of L are groups. Suppose M is a
maximal normal subloop of L. Then, for any w g M and l g L, there exists
 4  .some k g L y 1 such that k , w, l s 1.o a o
 .Proof. By Lemma 1 a , L is a minimal normal subloop of L. Bya
 .Lemma 1 b , L and L lie in M. Since M is a proper subloop of L, it is aa c
 .  .w x .group. Take k g L , w g M, and l g L. By R b , k, w, l k, w , w, la 18
 y1 .w x y1 .  y1 .w x .s 1 and k, w, l k, w , w, l s 1. So by R , k, w, l k, w , w, l1
w x y1  .  .w xs 1 also. Since L e L, k, w s k ? kT w g L . So k, w, l k, w anda a
 y1.w xk, w, l k, w g L .a
 .w x  y1 .w xSuppose k, w, l k, w / 1 or k, w, l k, w / 1. Then we are
 .w x  y1 .w xthrough. So we can assume that k, w, l k, w s k, w, l k, w s 1.
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Thus
k , w , l s k , w , ly1 . 1 .  .  .
Write
a s k , w , l . 2 .  .
 .  .Then, by 1 and R a ,18
y1y1 y1y1 y1a s l , k , w s l , k , w . 3 .  .  .
Now
y1y1 y1 y1l L w , k s l L w , k by R . .  . 2
So
y1y1 y1y1 y1 y1 y1l l , k , w s l l , k , w by R a . .  .  .3
Then
y1y1l a s l a by 3 . .  .
So
l y1a l s ay1 . 4 .
Then
ly2 a l 2s l y1 l y1a l l s l y1ay1 l by 4 .  .
y1y1s l a l .
s a by 4 . .
So
a l 2ay1 s l 2 . 5 .
< < < < < <  .  2 y1. < l <q1.r2By R , l divides L . So l is odd. So, by 5 , a l a s4
 2 . < l <q1.r2 y1 y1 y1  .l . Then a l a s l , i.e., l a l s a. Thus a s a by 4 . By
< <  .  .R , a is odd. So a s 1. Therefore, by 2 , k, w, l s 1.4
LEMMA 3. Let L be a nonassociati¨ e Moufang loop such that all proper
subloops and quotient loops of L are groups. Suppose M is a maximal normal
 .subloop of L, and k, w, l s 1 for each k g L , w g M, and l g L. Thena
L ; N.a
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 .Proof. Take k g L , x g L y M, and l g L. By Lemma 1 b , we cana
 : awrite L s M x . So l s wx for some w g M and some integer a . Then
 .k, w, l s 1. Now
k , x , l s k , x , wx a .  .
s k , x , w by R b .  .3
s 1 by R as k , w , x s 1. .1
 .  4  .  4Since L , M, L s 1 and L , L y M, L s 1 , it follows thata a
 .  4L , L, L s 1 . Thus L ; N by the definition of N.a a
LEMMA 4. Let L be a nonassociati¨ e Moufang loop of odd order such that
all proper subloops and quotient loops of L are groups. Suppose L is a cyclica
loop. Then L ; N.a
 .  .Proof. By Lemma 1 a , L is a minimal normal subloop of L. By R b ,a 7
L is an elementary abelian group. Since L is a cyclic loop, we can writea a
L s C for some prime p.a p
 .By R d , there exists a maximal normal subloop M in L. Take w g M7
 4and l g L. By Lemma 2, there exists some k g L y 1 such thato a
 .  :  .k , w, l s 1. Since k s C , k, w, l s 1 for each k g L . Henceo o p a
L ; N by Lemma 3.a
 .LEMMA 5. Let L be a Moufang loop. Suppose H is a subloop of C LL a
 < < < <.such that H , L s 1. Then H ; N.a
Proof. Take h g H and l , l g L. Now1 2
< <h< h <h L l , l s hL l , l by R . .  . 22 1 2 1
So
< <hy1
1 s h h , l , l by R a . . 31 2
< <y h< h <s h h , l , l as h g C L . . . L a1 2
 . < h < < . < < < < < < <Thus h, l , l s 1. Hence h, l , l divides h . But h divides H1 2 1 2
< . < < < < . <  < < < <.and h, l , l divides L by R . So h, l , l divides H , L s 1.a 4 a1 2 1 2
 .Thus h, l , l s 1 for each l , l g L. Then h g N. Hence H ; N.1 2 1 2
LEMMA 6. Let L be a nonassociati¨ e Moufang loop of odd order such that
e¨ery proper quotient loop of L is a group. Suppose L is a Sylow subloop ofa
N. Then N s L .a
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 4Proof. Since L is a nonassociative Moufang loop, L / 1 . Supposea
N / L . Now N is a group by its definition. So L is a Sylow subgroup ofa a
 . < < < <N. By R c , there exists H a Hall subgroup of order N r L in N. By R ,7 a 8
L e L. So L e N. Nowa a
< < < <H La
< < < < < < < <HL s s H L s N .a a< <H l La
Thus N s HL .a
Take h g H and n g N. Then we can write n s h k for some h g H1 1
and k g L . Soa
y1y1n hn s h k h h k .  .1 1
s ky1 hy1 hh k . .1 1
y1  . y1 y1Now h hh g N and k g C N by R . Thus n hn s h hh g H.1 1 L 10 1 1
Hence, since N is a group, H e N. By R , N e L. So H e L by R as6 12
H is a Hall subloop of N. Now LrH is a group as it is a proper quotient
 .  < < < <. < <loop of L. Thus L ; H by R a . Since L , H s 1, L s 1. This is aa 15 a a
 4contradiction as L / 1 . Therefore N s L .a a
LEMMA 7. Let L be a nonassociati¨ e Moufang loop of odd order paq a11
??? q an, where p and q are primes with p - q - ??? - q , a F 4, andn i 1 n
a F 2. Suppose all proper subloops and quotient loops of L are groups. Theni
< < 3a s 4; and L s p or p s 3.a
 .Proof. Suppose a F 2. Then L would be a group by R a . This is a13
contradiction. So
a s 3 or a s 4. 1 .
If a s 4 and p s 3 we are through. It remains to consider the case
a s 4, p G 5. 2 .
 4Suppose a F 1 for each i g 1, . . . , n . Then, if a s 3, L would be ai
 .group by R ; and if a s 4, L would be a group by 2 and R . This is a20 19
contradiction. So a s 2 for some i. Thus, without loss of generalityi
a G 1. 3 .n
 .  .By Lemma 1 a , L is a minimal normal subloop of L. Then by R b ,a 7
L is an elementary abelian group.a
< < bnCase 1. Suppose L s q , where 1 F b F a F 2. Suppose b s a .a n n n n n
Then L would be a group by R . This is a contradiction. So b - a .11 n n
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< <Thus b s 1 and a s 2. Hence L s q , i.e., L is a cyclic group. Son n a n a
 .L ; N by Lemma 4. Then, by R a ,a 7
< <q N . 4 .n
2 < <  . < < < <  .Suppose q N . By R a , N divides L . So, by R c , there exists Q an 7 7
subloop of order q2 in N. But Q is also a Hall subloop of L. Thus L is an
2 < <group by R . This is a contradiction. So q does not divide N . Hence, by16 n
 .4 , L is a Sylow subloop of N. So, by Lemma 6,a
N s L s C . 5 .a qn
<  . < <  . <  .Now N e L by R . So LrC N divides Aut N by R . By 5 ,6 L 9
<  . <Aut N s q y 1. Son
< < a a1 ank L kp q ??? q1 n
C N s s .L q y 1 q y 1n n
an <  . <for some integer k. Since q does not divide q y 1, q divides C N .n n n L
<  . < an  . <  . < < <  .Suppose C N / q . By R a , C N divides L . So, by R c , thereL n 7 L 7
 . < < <  . < anexists H a Hall subloop of C N with H s C N rq . Then, byL L n
 .  . <  . < anLemma 5, H ; N. This contradicts 5 by R a . So C N s q . Now7 L n
 .C N e L by R . So L is a group by R . This is a contradiction.L 9 14
< < b b iCase 2. Suppose L s p or q , where 1 F b F 2, 1 F b F a F 2,a i i i
 .  . anand q / q . By 3 and R c , there exists Q a subloop of order q in L.i n 7 n
Now
< < < <L Qa b a b an i n< <L Q s s p q or q q .a n i n< <L l Qa
 .By R b , Qe L Q. Thus L is a group by R . This is a contradiction.13 a 17
< < 4Case 3. Suppose L s p . Then a s 4 and L is a minimal normala a
Sylow subloop of L. By R , L is a group. This is a contradiction.11
< < 3Case 4. Suppose L s p . Suppose a s 3. Then we have a contradic-a
tion similar to Case 3 as L would be a minimal normal Sylow subloop ofa
L. Thus a s 4. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.
THEOREM 1. Let L be a Moufang loop of odd order paq a1 ??? q an, where1 n
p and q are primes with p - q - ??? - q , a F 3, and a F 2. Then L is ai 1 n i
group.
Proof. Suppose L is not a group.
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Let L be a smallest counterexample. ) .
 . < < < <Let H be any proper subloop of L. By R a , H divides L . So H is a7
 .  .  .group by ) . Similarly, by R a and ) , any proper quotient loop of L is7
also a group. Thus a s 4 by Lemma 7. This is a contradiction as a F 3.
Therefore L is a group.
LEMMA 8. Let L be a Moufang loop of odd order such that e¨ery proper
 .  . .quotient loop of L is a group. Then k k , l , l s k , l , l k , l , l1 2 1 21 2 1 2 1 2
for each k g L and l g L.i a i
 .Proof. By Lemma 1 a , L is a minimal normal subloop of L. Writea
w y1 y1 xc s l , l . Now2 1
k k L l , l ? c s k L l , l k L l , l ? c by R . .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 52 1 2 1 2 1
Then
y1
k k k k , l , l ? c .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
y1 y1s k k , l , l k k , l , l ? c by R a . .  .1 1 2 2 31 2 1 2
y1 y1s k k , l , l k k , l , l ? c .  .1 1 2 21 2 1 2
 4as L , L , L s 1 by R b .  .a a 7
y1 y1s k k k , l , l k , l , l ? c .  .  .1 2 1 21 2 1 2
as L is an abelian group by R b . .a 7
 .  . .Thus k k , l , l s k , l , l k , l , l by cancellation.1 2 1 21 2 1 2 1 2
THEOREM 2. Let L be a Moufang loop of odd order paq a1 ??? q an, where1 n
p and q are primes with 5 F p - q - ??? - q , a F 4, and a F 2. Then Li 1 n i
is a group.
Proof.
Suppose L is not a group. ) .
Let L be a smallest counterexample. 1 .
 . < < < <Let H be any proper subloop of L. By R a , H divides L . So H is a7
 .  .  .group by 1 . Similarly, by R a and 1 , any proper quotient loop of L is7
< < 3also a group. Since p / 3, by Lemma 7, a s 4 and L s p .a
 4Suppose a F 1 for each i g 1, . . . , n . Then L would be a group byi
R .19
 4So a s 2 for some i g 1, . . . , n . 2 .i
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< < a1 anNow LrL s pq ??? q . Since LrL is a group of odd order, therea 1 n a
exists a subgroup MrL of order q a1 ??? q an normal in LrL . So M is aa 1 n a
subloop of order p3q a1 ??? q an normal in L. Hence M is a maximal1 n
normal subloop of L.
 .Case 1. Suppose k, w, l s 1 for each k g L , w g M, and l g L.a
3 3< < < <Then, by Lemma 3, L ; N. As L s p and N is a group, p N .a a
4 < <  . < < < <  .Suppose p N . By R a , N divides L . So, by R c , there exists a Sylow7 7
subloop of order p4 in N. Then, by R , L would be a group. This16
 . 4 < <contradicts ) . Thus p does not divide N . Hence L is a Sylowa
p-subloop of N.
 .  .Then, by Lemmas 6 and 1 a and R b ,7
N s L s C = C = C . 3 .a p p p
<  . < <  . <Now LrC N divides Aut N by R and R . ButL 9 6
3 3 3 2Aut N s p y 1 p y p p y p .  .  .  .
33 2s p p y 1 p q p q 1 p q 1 . .  . .
So
mp4q a1 ??? q an1 n
C N s for some integer m. .L 33 2p p y 1 p q p q 1 p q 1 .  . .
< <  4  .Suppose q C N for some i g 1, . . . , n . Then, by R c , there exists .i L 7
 .  < < < <.Q a Sylow q -subloop in C N . Since Q , L s 1, by Lemma 5,i i L i a
 . <  . <Q ; N. This contradicts 3 . So q does not divide C N for eachi i L
 4i g 1, . . . , n .
 .  4 2 < 3 .3 2 .By 2 , a s 2 for some i g 1, . . . , n . So q p p y 1 p q p q 1i i
 .? p q 1 . Since q and p are odd primes with q ) p, q ) p q 1. So qi i i i
3 .3 . 2 < 2does not divide p p y 1 p q 1 . Thus q p q p q 1. Hencei
2 2 2  .2 2q F p q p q 1. But q ) p q 1 « q ) p q 1 s p q 2 p q 1. Theni i i
p2 q 2 p q 1 - p2 q p q 1, i.e., p - 0. This is a contradiction.
Case 2. Suppose
k , w , l / 1 for some k g L , w g M , and l g L. 4 . .1 1 1 a 11 1
By Lemma 2,
 4there exists some k g L y 1 such that k , w , l s 1. 5 . .o a o 1 1
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w y1 y1 x  .Write c s l , w . By Lemma 1 b , c g M. Take w g M. Now11
y1 y1w ? k w L l , w ? c s w L l , w k w L l , w ? c . .  .  . .o 1 1 o 11 1 1
by R5
y1s w L l , w k L l , w wL l , w ? c 4 .  .  .1 o 1 11 1 1
by R again.5
Since k g L ; M, w, c g M, and M is a group, k , w, c and the associa-o a o
tors in the above equation associate. Thus we get
y1y1 y1w k w w k w , w , l c .o o 1 1
y1 y1y1y1 y1 y1s w w , w , l k k , w , l w L l , w c .  . .1 o o 1 11 1 1
by R a and R . .3 2
Then
y1y1 y1w k w w k w , w , l c .o o 1 1
y1 y1y1 y1 y1 y1 y1s w w , w , l k w w , w , l c .  .1 o 11 1
by 5 and R a .  .3
y1y1 y1 y1s w w , w , l k w , w l wc .  .1 o 11 1
s wy1 k wc as L is an abelian group.o a
By cancellation, we get
wy1 k w , w , l s 1. 6 . .o 1 1
 y1 < :Write S s w k w w g M . Since k g L e L, S - L . Suppose k go o a a 1
S. Then we can write k s s m1 s m2 ??? s m r for some integers m , where1 1 2 r i
s s wy1 k w for some w g M. Thusi i o i i
k , w , l s s m1 , w , l s m2 , w , l ??? s m r , w , l .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 1 r 11 1 1 1
by Lemma 8 as s g Li a
s 1 by 6 . .
 .This is a contradiction by 4 . Hence k f S. So S is a proper subgroup of1
L as k g L y S. Hencea 1 a
< < 2S s p or p . 7 .
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Take u g M and let wy1 k w be any generator of S. Nowo
y1 y1 .u w k w uo
y1 y1s u w ? k ? wu as M is a groupo
y1 .  .s wu k wu g S as wu g M.o
Now it is clear that uy1su g S for each u g M and s g S. Since M is a
 . b a1 angroup, Se M. By 7 , MrS is a group of order p q ??? q , where b F 2.1 n
 .  .By 2 , without loss of generality, a G 1. So, by R b , there exists Q, an 13
subgroup of order q an normal in M. Then, by R , Qe L. Hence L is an 12
group by R .14
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